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The a-b-plane reflectance of a Pr2 CuO4 single crystal has been measured over a wide frequency range at a
variety of temperatures, and the optical properties determined from a Kramers-Kronig analysis. Above
⬇250 K, the low-frequency conductivity increases quickly with temperature;  dc ⬇1/ 1 (  →0) follows the
form  dc ⬀exp(Ea /kBT), where E a ⬇0.17 eV is much less than the inferred optical gap of ⬇1.2 eV. Transport
measurements show that at low temperature the resistivity deviates from activated behavior and follows the
form  dc ⬀exp关(T0 /T)1/4兴 , indicating that the dc transport in this material is due to variable-range hopping
between localized states in the gap. The four infrared-active E u modes dominate the infrared optical properties.
Below ⬇200 K, a striking new feature appears near the low-frequency E u mode, and there is an additional
new fine structure at high frequency. A normal coordinate analysis has been performed and the detailed nature
of the zone-center vibrations determined. Only the low-frequency E u mode has a significant Pr-Cu interaction.
Several possible mechanisms related to the antiferromagnetism in this material are proposed to explain the
sudden appearance of this and other new spectral features at low temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the family of high-temperature cuprate superconductors, the Ce-doped series R 2⫺x Cex CuO4⫺ ␦ , where R
⫽Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, etc., are the only materials which appear
to be electron doped.1 The undoped Nd2 CuO4 and Pr2 CuO4
are antiferromagnetic insulators, which become ‘‘bad metals’’ with Ce doping until the sudden onset of superconductivity at x⬇0.14. The region of superconductivity in the
electron-doped materials is quite narrow (x⬇0.14–0.18). 2,3
There is essentially no ‘‘underdoped’’ region for the superconductivity, with the maximum value for the T c ’s of 23 K
and 19 K in the Nd and Pr systems, respectively, occurring at
x⬇0.15. At higher dopings T c decreases rapidly, vanishing
above x⬇0.18. At the solubility limit (x⫽0.22) the Nd system is metallic with no evidence of superconductivity.4 The
optimally doped systems become superconducting only after
oxygen reduction5–7 ( ␦ ⬇0.01–0.03), and some transport
measurements suggest that both electrons and holes participate in the charge transport in the superconducting phase.8,9
The role played by oxygen in these materials may be more
complex than in the hole-doped cuprates. It is the interesting
behavior of these superconducting systems that motivates an
examination of the optical properties of one of the parent
compounds, Pr2 CuO4 .
The T ⬘ structure of Pr2 CuO4 is similar to the T structure
of the hole-doped La2⫺x Srx CuO4 ; both structures are body17
) 共Ref. 10兲.
centered tetragonal, space group I4/mmm (D 4h
These materials consist of two-dimensional sheets of copperoxygen layers, which define the a-b planes, with the c axis
being perpendicular to the planes. The T and T ⬘ structures
differ in the location of the oxygen atoms between the
0163-1829/2002/66共14兲/144511共9兲/$20.00

copper-oxygen sheets. In the T structure the copper atoms
have octahedral coordination, surrounded by four oxygen atoms in the a-b plane and two apical oxygens along the c axis.
However, in the T ⬘ structure shown in Fig. 1, the apical sites
are empty, and the out-of-plane oxygen atoms are not chemically bonded to the copper atoms in the planes, which, as a
result, have a square coordination.11 While the difference between the T and T ⬘ structures results in different Ramanactive modes, the same number of infrared-active modes
3A 2u ⫹B 2u ⫹4E u are expected for each.11 共The doubly degenerate E u modes are active in the a-b planes, the singly
degenerate A 2u modes are active only along the c axis, and
the B 2u mode is silent.兲
The strong Cu-O bonding in the a-b plane of this material
gives rise to two-dimensional electronic and magnetic behaviors. The weak out-of-plane coupling induces long-range antiferromagnetic 共AFM兲 order in the Cu spins at the relatively
modest temperature of T N,Cu ⬇250–280 K 共Refs. 12–14兲,
which is similar to the values of T N,Cu ⬇250–300 K observed in Nd2 CuO4 共Refs. 13 and 15兲, Eu2 CuO4 共Ref. 16兲,
and La2 CuO4 共Refs. 17 and 18兲. The rare-earth Pr ions carry
localized 4 f moments, which typically order at very low
temperatures. However, from symmetry considerations, the
Pr moments should order below T N,Cu in this material.19 In
fact, due to the significant exchange interactions between the
Pr ions, which are mediated through the copper-oxygen layers, there is a Pr contribution to the susceptibility14 below
⬇200 K.
The optical properties of Nd2 CuO4 have been investigated
in ceramics and single crystals.20–27 Single crystals of
Pr2 CuO4 have been studied at either room temperature28 –31
or at low temperatures11,32 (⬇10 K), but there has been no
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FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the a-b-plane resistivity
of Pr2 CuO4 . The resistivity is changing over nearly six orders of
magnitude over the temperature interval. Inset shows the resistivity
vs 1/T. This plot shows that at high temperatures the resistivity is
activated and follows the form  dc ⫽  0 exp(Ea /kBT); a linear regression yields a value for E a ⫽1380⫾50 cm⫺1 (⬇0.17 eV) 共dotted line兲. Note the deviation from activated behavior at low temperature.
II. EXPERIMENT

FIG. 1. The unit cell of the Pr2 CuO4 in the I4/mmm space
group showing the square planar coordination of the Cu-O共1兲 layers, as well as the corrugated structure of the Pr-O共2兲 layers. The
unit-cell dimensions are a⫽b⫽3.943 Å and c⫽12.15 Å 共Ref. 14兲.

detailed investigation of the temperature dependence of the
optical properties of this material. Furthermore, there is some
disagreement in the literature with respect to the vibrational
parameters of the E u modes.
In this paper we report on the detailed optical properties
of Pr2 CuO4 at a variety of temperatures. The conductivity at
low frequency has a strong temperature dependence above
room temperature, which when taken with optical estimates
of the gap suggests that the transport is due to variable-range
hopping due to localized states in the gap. Transport measurements support this conclusion. A strong new vibration
appears close to the low-frequency E u mode below about
200 K, in addition to other weak vibrational structure. A
normal coordinate analysis of the zone-center vibrational
modes indicates that of all the E u modes, only the lowfrequency mode involves a significant Pr-Cu interaction. It is
proposed that the AFM order in this material is responsible
for the lifting of the degeneracy of the low-frequency E u
mode; the absence of any interaction between the Pr and Cu
atoms in the other E u modes limits this effect to just the
low-frequency E u mode.

Single crystals of Pr2 CuO4 were grown using a CuObased direction solidification technique.33 The crystals are
thin platelets ⬇1.5⫻1.5 mm2 in the a-b plane, but quite thin
along the c axis (⬇50  m). The crystals examined had a
flat, mirrorlike surface that was free of flux or other residue.
Transport and optical measurements were performed on the
same sample for consistency. The measurements of resistivity in the a-b plane were carried out using standard fourprobe configuration. Gold wires were attached to the specimen directly using silver-loaded epoxy and followed by a
spot annealing at the contacts with focused laser beam. The
whole specimen remained at room temperature, except the
⬃70- m-wide areas surrounding the contacts. This process
generally resulted in a contact resistance less than 1 ⍀. With
such a low contact resistance, without changing the oxygen
content in these samples, we were able to measure the resistivity over six orders of magnitude from 90 K to 340 K with
high accuracy 共better than 0.1%兲, shown in Fig. 2. The inset
shows the resistivity vs the inverse temperature; the linear
response at high temperature is an indication of activated
behavior, although this is no longer the case for Tⱗ160 K.
Magnetization measurements were performed on an unoriented 2-mg crystal of Pr2 CuO4 in an MPMS magnetometer at an applied field of 5 T. The behavior of 1/ M follows a
Curie-Weiss form, and linear regression yields a Néel temperature for Pr of T N, Pr ⬇44 K, with a Pr magnetic moment
of 3.2 B . A careful survey of the temperature region in
which the antiferromagnetic ordering of copper moments is
expected (200 K⬍T N,Cu ⬍320 K) reveals no apparent
anomaly in the magnetization. A feature comparable in size
and definition to that observed by Sun et al.17 for La2 CuO4
would have been readily observable. However, based on the
scatter in our data, an antiferromagnetic anomaly reduced in
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size by more than 50% and/or smeared over a larger temperature region might not be discernible. It is worth noting
that the majority of studies of the ordering of the Cu spins in
these materials have been neutron-scattering measurements
on substantially larger samples than the ones examined in
this work.
For the optical measurements, crystals were mounted in a
cryostat on an optically black cone. The temperature dependence of the reflectance was measured at a near-normal angle
of incidence from ⬇30 to over 16000 cm⫺1 on a Bruker IFS
66v/S using an in situ overcoating technique, which has previously been described in detail elsewhere.34 This technique
is especially useful when measuring small samples, as it allows the entire face of the sample to be utilized. Above
⬇5000 cm⫺1 , the reflectance is assumed to be temperature
independent.
The optical conductivity has been determined from a
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflectance, for which extrapolations for  →0,⬁ must be supplied. At low frequency,
a metallic extrapolation was used for Tⲏ260 K, R⬀1
⫺ 冑 , while below this temperature, the reflectance was assumed to continue smoothly to ⬇0.45 at zero frequency. At
high frequency, the reflectance was assumed to be constant
above the highest measured frequency point to 2
⫻105 cm⫺1 , above which a free-electron (R⬀w ⫺4 ) behavior was assumed. At low temperature, the semitransparent
nature of the sample has implications for the KramersKronig analysis, which assumes specular reflectance from a
single surface only. While the absorption due to the lattice
modes assures that the reflectance in those regions is essentially that of the bulk material, the same cannot be said for
the high-frequency region. The presence of multiple reflections leads to asymmetries in the line shapes and an optical
conductivity less than zero. As a result, for the calculation of
the low-frequency conductivity in the region of the lattice
modes, the reflectance has been truncated at ⬇3000 cm⫺1
and assumed to be constant only up to 8000 cm⫺1 , above
which a free-electron approximation has been assumed.
While the line shapes in the conductivity are symmetric
Lorentzians whose positions and widths do not vary greatly
with different choices for the high-frequency extrapolations,
the amplitudes are somewhat sensitive upon this choice.

FIG. 3. The reflectance of Pr2 CuO4 for light polarized in the a-b
plane for temperatures between 15 and 390 K from ⬇30 to 1500
cm⫺1 . Above room temperature, the low-frequency reflectance goes
rapidly to unity, indicating a metallic behavior, while the rapid appearance of the low-frequency oscillatory structure at low temperature is an indication of the increasingly insulating and transparent
nature of the sample. Inset shows the reflectance at 295 K over a
much wider frequency range from ⬇30 to over 16000 cm⫺1 .

ing towards unity as  →0; at 390 K the low-frequency reflectance is over 80% and the system appears to be weakly
metallic.
The optical conductivity  1 (  ) calculated from a
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflectance at 295 K is
shown in Fig. 4. The low-frequency conductivity is dominated by the infrared-active E u lattice modes, but a careful
examination shows a slight asymmetry in the line shape of
the strongest mode. The weak feature observed in the reflectance at ⬇11000 cm⫺1 signals the onset of absorption in the
conductivity at about 9000 cm⫺1 , which peaks at about
12000 cm⫺1 . The optical conductivity in the region of the
infrared-active modes calculated using the truncated reflectance is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The modes have symmetric profiles, and all the three high-frequency modes
harden and narrow with decreasing frequency.

III. RESULTS

The reflectance of Pr2 CuO4 for light polarized in the a-b
plane is shown in Fig. 3 from ⬇20 to 1500 cm⫺1 at a variety
of temperatures, and in the inset from ⬇30 to 16000 cm⫺1 at
room temperature. The reflectance at low frequency is dominated by structure due to the normally active infrared modes,
while the reflectance at high frequency is relatively featureless, except for some structure at ⬇11000 cm⫺1 . The lowfrequency vibration at ⬇130 cm⫺1 is observed to be a single
mode at room temperature. However, at low temperature,
this mode is resolved as a doublet. The low-frequency reflectance has an interesting behavior; at low temperature the
fringes indicate a lack of absorption due to the insulating
nature of the sample, but at room temperature and above the
fringes have vanished and the reflectance appears to be tend-

FIG. 4. The optical conductivity of Pr2 CuO4 from ⬇30 to
16000 cm⫺1 at 295 K for light polarized in the a-b plane. Inset
shows the temperature dependence of the conductivity in the region
of the four infrared-active E u modes; while the conductivity is
dominated by the lattice vibrations, a broad incoherent background
is observed to form rapidly above room temperature. Note also the
appearance of a new low-frequency vibrational feature at low temperature at ⬇145 cm⫺1 共arrow兲.
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FIG. 5. The optical conductivity of Pr2 CuO4 at low frequency
for light polarized in the a-b plane from 15 to 390 K, showing the
rapid formation of the background conductivity, and the extrapolated values for  dc ⫽1/ 1 (  →0). The different symbols denote
the extrapolated values at different temperatures. At low temperature a strong new vibrational feature is observed 共arrow兲. Inset
shows the extrapolated values for  dc vs 1/T; the linear regression
of the points 共dotted line兲 yields E a ⫽1630⫾200 cm⫺1
(⬇0.2 eV).

FIG. 6. The reflectance of Pr2 CuO4 for light polarized in the a-b
planes in the region of the low-frequency infrared-active E u mode.
The vibration is a single mode at room temperature, but is resolved
as a doublet at low temperature. Upper inset shows the optical
conductivity that shows not only the appearance of the new mode,
but also the rapid increase in strength and narrowing of this feature.
Lower inset shows the temperature dependence of the fundamental
mode 共filled circles兲 and the new vibrational feature 共open circles兲.

The low-frequency conductivity is shown in detail in Fig.
5 from ⬇20 to 180 cm⫺1 . At 390 K, there is a considerable
amount of background conductivity (⬇75 ⍀ ⫺1 cm⫺1 ) over
most of the observed frequency range, which decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature. The inset in Fig. 5 shows
the extrapolated value of the resistivity  dc ⬇1/ 1 (  →0) vs
1/T (Tⲏ250 K); the linear behavior indicates that the conductivity is strongly activated.35
The behavior of the low-frequency mode is seen clearly in
a more detailed plot of the a-b-plane reflectance shown in
Fig. 6 and the conductivity in upper inset. The low-frequency
mode can now clearly be distinguished as fundamental at
⬇130 cm⫺1 . A new feature appears quickly below room
temperature, gaining oscillator strength monotonically with
decreasing temperature and hardening to ⬇145 cm⫺1 at low
temperature.
The slightly transparent nature of the sample requires that
the reflections from the back of the crystal be considered.
This approach is described in the Appendix, and the results
of fits to the reflectance using this method are listed in Table
I.

 dc ⬀e E a /k B T ,

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Electronic properties

The peak in the optical conductivity of Pr2 CuO4 at
⬇12500 cm⫺1 in Fig. 4 has been observed in previous
works.23,28,30 The location of this feature is similar to the
onset of absorption in La2 CuO4 and related materials36 at
⬇11000 cm⫺1 (⬇1.4 eV). The peak is characteristic of a
semiconducting band edge or a polaronic excitation. In either
of these cases, the dc resistivity is expected to be activated
and to follow the form37

共1兲

where E a is either the half the optical gap 2⌬, or half the
polaronic level shift E p . The low-frequency reflectance increases quickly above room temperature, which is indicative
of a ‘‘metallic’’ response in which the reflectance goes to
unity at zero frequency. This observation is realized in the
optical conductivity, where  dc ⬅  1 (  →0) has a very
strong temperature dependence for Tⲏ300 K. The plot of
 dc ⫽1/ dc vs 1/T is shown in the inset in Fig. 5, and is
described quite well by Eq. 共1兲; a linear regression yields
E a ⬇1630⫾200 cm⫺1 (⬇0.2 eV). The rather large error associated with this estimate is due to the fact that the fit is
limited to a narrow interval in the high-temperature region.
The transport data shown in Fig. 2 and the inset are also
described quite well by activated behavior; a linear regression applied in the high-temperature region (Tⲏ160 K)
yields E a ⫽1380⫾50 cm⫺1 (⬇0.17 eV), and is shown as a
dashed line in the inset of Fig. 2; this value for E a is fairly
close to the value determined from the optical conductivity.
The optical conductivity of the nickelates, which have a
similar appearance, has been fitted using a small-polaron
model,37–39 which for TⰇ  /2 produces an asymmetric
Gaussian peak with a maximum at 4E a . This model would
imply that the peak in the conductivity at high temperature
should occur at ⬇6000 cm⫺1 , which is much less than the
observed value of ⬇12500 cm⫺1 . A rough estimate of the
direct optical gap may be made by extrapolating from the
linear part of the leading edge conductivity in Fig. 4 to the
abscissa, which gives 2⌬⬇9500 cm⫺1 . If the transport were
due to the carrier pair density from thermal excitations across
the gap, then  dc ⬀n i ⬇exp(⫺⌬/kBT). However, E a Ⰶ⌬, suggesting that the dc transport is due to variable-range hopping
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TABLE I. The results of fitting the phonon parameters to the reflectance of Pr2 CuO4 for light polarized in
the a-b plane at 295, 200, and 15 K, using the model for a lamellar plate. Several overdamped Lorentzian
oscillators have been included in the fits to reproduce the broad, incoherent absorption attributed to thermally
activated hopping. At room temperature the Drude component 共a Lorentzian centered at zero frequency兲 is
␥ 0 ⫽420 and  p,0⫽620. The parameters for the two mid-infrared bands are  1 ⫽1100, ␥ 1 ⫽1120, and
 p,1⫽1270;  2 ⫽4400, ␥ 2 ⫽1800, and  p,2⫽2200. 共All units are in cm⫺1 ). A thickness of d⫽50  m and
⑀ ⬁ ⫽6.5 have been assumed. The parameters  TO,i , ␥ i , and  p,i refer to the frequency, width, and effective
plasma frequency of the ith vibration. 关All units are in cm⫺1 , except for the dimensionless oscillator strength
2
S i ⫽  2p,i /  TO,i
.兴

 TO,i

295 K
␥i
 p,i

130.6

4.5

161

共1.51兲

304

7.5

815

331

17.4

490

27.3

(S i )

 TO,i

再

200 K
␥i
 p,i

(S i )

130.4

3.3

157

共1.45兲

141.1

9.9

69

共0.24兲

共7.18兲

305

3.0

831

469

共2.01兲

333

7.7

511

共1.08兲

491

 TO,i

再

15 K
␥ i  p,i

(S i )

128.2

2.7

144

共1.26兲

146.1

2.4

124

共0.72兲

共7.42兲

306

1.4

834

共7.43兲

458

共1.89兲

341

3.4

431

共1.59兲

19.5

508

共1.07兲

495

8.4

503

共1.03兲

541

38

112

共0.04兲

542

25

108

共0.04兲

688

25

60

共0.01兲

688

15

90

共0.02兲

between localized states within the gap.40 At low temperatures, the resistivity due to hopping is not activated, but instead has the form
1/n

 dc ⬀e (T 0 /T) ,

共2兲

where T 0 is a characteristic temperature, and n⫽d⫹1,
where d is the dimensionality of the system.40 The transport
measurements have been performed over a range wide
enough so that the departure from activated to power-law
behavior at low temperature is clearly visible in the inset in
Fig. 2. Different power laws were examined, but it appears
that the resistivity at low temperature is well described by
 dc ⬀exp关(T0 /T)1/4兴 , suggesting that the hopping is a threedimensional rather than a two-dimensional phenomena restricted to the CuO2 planes.41 The localized states that result
in hopping may arise from defects that produced states
within the gap. There is a very weak feature in the optical
conductivity in Fig. 4 at ⬇8000 cm⫺1 , which occurs at ⬇E a
below the leading edge of the absorption. This feature may
suggest a possible origin for the localized states. However, it
not clear whether the defects states responsible for this feature are an intrinsic property of the sample, or they are due to
extrinsic effects.
B. Vibrational properties
1. Normal coordinate analysis of the lattice modes

The unusual behavior of the low-frequency E u mode requires a detailed understanding not only of the nature of this
particular mode, but of the other E u modes as well. For this
reason, a normal coordinate analysis of Pr2 CuO4 was
undertaken.42
The normal coordinate calculations were performed using
Wilson’s GF matrix method43,44 and a commercially avail-

able software package.45 Initially, a simple valence force
field was adopted, consisting of bond-stretching and anglebending coordinates; the types and values of the force constants used, and the internal coordinates to which they correspond are listed in Table II. The force field involves six
bond-stretching force constants and four angle-bending force
constants. The bond stretch and angle bends all involve oxyTABLE II. Force constants and internal coordinates for
Pr2 CuO4 . The labeling scheme of the atoms is shown in Fig. 1.
Force
constant

Distance 共Å兲/
Angle (°)

Value a

关4兴b
关8兴
关8兴
关1兴
关4兴
关8兴

1.98
2.12
3.03
4.58
2.80
3.62

0.335
0.532
0.785
0.787
0.300
0.067

90
180
138
82

0.572
0.195
0.469
0.478

Internal
coordinate
Bond stretch

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6

Cu-O共1兲
Pr-O共2兲
Pr-O共1兲
Pr-Pr
O共2兲-O共2兲
Pr-Cu
Angle bend

␣1
␣2
␣3
␣4

O共1兲-Cu-O共1兲
O共1兲-Cu-O共1兲 c
O共2兲-Pr-O共2兲
O共1兲-Pr-O共1兲
Interaction

关4兴
关4兴
关4兴
关4兴

i1

f 2␣ 3

关16兴

a

0.074

Bond stretches are in units of md/Å, angle bends in md Å/rad2.
The number of internal coordinates.
c
In plane and out of plane.
b
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TABLE III. Calculated and observed frequencies for the zone-center vibrations of Pr2 CuO4 at room
temperature, and the potential energy distribution 共PED兲. 共All frequencies are in cm⫺1 .兲
Symmetry
A 1g
B 1g
Eg
Eg
A 2u
A 2u
A 2u
B 2u
Eu
Eu
Eu
Eu

Observed a

Calculated

PED b (⭓10%)

228
328
480
126
505
271
135
共Silent兲
490
331
304
131

227
326
481
123
504
271
135
480
490
332
303
129

f 3 (42), f 4 (37), ␣ 3 (17)
f 2 (28), ␣ 3 (73)
f 2 (46), f 5 (54)
f 2 (18), f 3 (52), f 5 (23)
f 3 (83)
f 2 (43), ␣ 3 (113),i 1 (⫺58)
f 6 (37), ␣ 2 (58)
f 3 (82)
f 3 (60), ␣ 1 (29), ␣ 2 (10)
f 2 (98)
f 1 (93)
f 3 (28), f 6 (22), ␣ 1 (30), ␣ 2 (10)

a

The observed frequencies for the A 2u modes are taken from Ref. 29, while the Raman-active modes are
taken as those for Nd2 CuO4 from Ref. 48. The frequencies for the E u modes are from this work 共Table I兲.
b
See Table II for the identification of the force constants.

gen bonding, with the exception of the bond stretches denoted by f 4 and f 6 , which deal with the Pr-Pr and Pr-Cu
interactions; while the value for the Pr-Cu bond stretch is
relatively small, the refinement is significantly worse if it is
omitted. While this initial force field described the vibrations
in the Cu-O共1兲 planes quite well, the corrugated nature of the
Pr-O共2兲 layers shown in Fig. 1 leads to difficulties in describing the restoring forces within this layer. The agreement with
the observed frequencies improved significantly when an interaction force constant between the bond stretch and the
angle bend in the Pr-O共2兲 layer was introduced. The comparison between observed and calculated frequencies, and
the potential-energy distribution 共PED兲 are listed in Table III.
The PED’s give the relative contribution of the force constants to the potential energy of the normal modes. This treatment yields the atomic displacements and PED’s for all of
the normal modes. Each of the in-plane infrared-active E u
modes merits further discussion.
The E u mode at 490 cm⫺1 at room temperature involves
primarily the in-plane Cu-O angle bending resulting in displacements of the O共1兲 atoms. In addition, there are small
displacements of the atoms in the Pr-O共2兲 planes; the motions of the Pr and O共1兲 atoms are coordinated. However, as
Table III shows, there is no interaction between the rather
small Pr and the Cu displacements. In general, the eigenvectors determined from the normal coordinate analysis are in
good agreement with the calculated zone-center displacements shown in Ref. 22. This mode hardens to 495 cm⫺1 at
15 K and narrows dramatically from ⬇25 to ⬇8 cm⫺1 , as
shown in Table I. The oscillator strength of this mode does
not vary with temperature. The slight asymmetry that is observed in the optical conductivity of the high-frequency E u
mode in Fig. 4 is most likely produced by the uncertainty in
the high-frequency extrapolation used in the Kramers-Kronig
analysis; fits to the reflectance are exact and do not suggest a
large asymmetry in this feature or others 共the Appendix兲.
The mode at 331 cm⫺1 is a pure Pr-O共2兲 bond stretch,
while the 304-cm⫺1 mode is almost a pure Cu-O共1兲 bond

stretch 共Table III兲. The mode at 331 cm⫺1 hardens considerably to 341 cm⫺1 at 15 K, and also narrows from ⬇17 to 3.4
cm⫺1 . The mode at ⬇304 cm⫺1 hardens only slightly with
decreasing temperature, but narrows significantly from
⬇8 cm⫺1 at room temperature to 1.4 cm⫺1 at 15 K; this is
the strongest E u mode with an oscillator strength of S
⬇7.4.
The mode at 130 cm⫺1 is a combination of Cu-O angle
bending, resulting in the in-plane displacements of the Cu
and O共1兲 atoms, as well as the out-of-phase motion of the Pr
and O共2兲 atoms in the Pr-O layers; interestingly, this mode
has a significant coordination between the displacements of
the Pr atoms and the Cu and O共1兲 atoms, indicated in Table
III. The only other mode that has a strong Pr-Cu interaction
is the low-frequency c-axis A 2u mode. The low-frequency E u
mode softens to ⬇128 cm⫺1 at low temperature, while narrowing. The observed frequencies are in good agreement
with previous work,29,32 however, the linewidths are all narrower and there is only rough agreement with the reported
strengths.
2. Origin of the low-temperature doublet at É130 cmÀ1

The most unusual feature in the reflectance spectra is the
striking appearance of a new mode at low temperature,
which is just above the low-frequency E u mode. The new
mode is not simply a peculiar artifact due to fringes in the
presence of vibrational structure, as Fig. 7共b兲 demonstrates
共the Appendix兲. While this feature has been previously observed at low temperature,11,32 the evolution of this new
mode has, to our knowledge, never been studied or fully
explained. The new feature appears suddenly below ⱗ250 K
at ⬇140 cm⫺1 , as seen in Fig. 6 and in the insets; this mode
hardens dramatically and narrows with decreasing temperature, gaining strength monotonically until it has almost the
same oscillator strength as the low-frequency E u mode
共Table I兲. This feature does not appear to evolve from a
strong asymmetry or shoulder in the low-frequency E u
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FIG. 7. 共a兲 The reflectance in the infrared region of Pr2 CuO4 for
light polarized in the a-b plane at room temperature 共solid line兲 and
the fit to the data from Eq. 共1兲 共dotted line兲 using the vibrational
parameters in Table I, with ⑀ ⬁ ⫽6.5 and a sample thickness of d
⫽50  m. The dashed line indicates the calculated behavior in the
共infinitely thick兲 bulk material, which is identical to that of the
model, indicating the opaque nature of the sample. 共b兲 The reflectance at 15 K 共solid line兲 with the model fit 共dotted line兲 using the
vibrational parameters in Table I, using the same values for d and
⑀ ⬁ . The dashed line indicates the calculated behavior of the bulk
material. The doublet structure, fringe spacing, and amplitude are in
good agreement with the reflectance. Note the absence of fringes in
regions of strong absorption.

mode. There is also an additional very weak new fine structure in the low-temperature reflectance at ⬇541 and 688
cm⫺1 . These frequencies are well above the high-frequency
E u mode at ⬇490 cm⫺1 . A symmetry-breaking process
would allow the Raman-active modes as well as the
longitudinal-optic 共LO兲 modes to become weakly active.
However, the highest observed frequency for a Raman mode
is the E g mode at ⬇480 cm⫺1 , suggesting that these features
are not Raman modes. To determine the positions of the LO
modes, the reflectance and optical conductivity have also
been fitted using a factorized form of the dielectric function46
˜⑀ 共  兲 ⫽ ⑀ ⬁

2
2
 LO,
j ⫺  ⫺i ␥ LO, j 

,
兿j  TO,
2
2
j ⫺  ⫺i ␥ TO, j 

共3兲

where  LO, j ,  TO, j , ␥ LO, j , and ␥ TO, j are the jth LO and
the normally active transverse optic 共TO兲 modes, and LO and
TO dampings, respectively. The fit at 15 K yields values for
the TO modes which are nearly identical to those shown in
Table I, and LO modes at 131, 149, 332, 430, and 588 cm⫺1 ,
respectively. None of the LO modes are close to the new
features observed at low temperature, making it unlikely that
any new structure is due to the LO modes.
A more promising explanation of the splitting of the lowfrequency mode may involve the fact that of all the E u

modes, only the low-frequency mode involves a significant
Pr-Cu interaction. Magnetization measurements in this work
show that the Pr atoms are ordered at low temperatures
(ⱗ50 K), and neutron-scattering measurements14 show that
there is at least a partial ordering at higher temperatures,
indicating the presence of a Pr-Cu exchange interaction. In
the case of the low-frequency E u mode, the displacements of
the Pr and Cu atoms are strongly correlated, suggesting that
the exchange interaction will have a significant effect upon
the nature of this vibration. This can lead to a symmetrybreaking process and the splitting of the doubly degenerate
E u mode. This view is consistent with the observation that
this new feature is not present in Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO4 , which is
in the region of the phase diagram for this class of materials
where the AFM order is destroyed.21 Because the other E u
modes do not involve strong Pr-Cu coupling, no exchangeinduced splitting would be expected. In fact, of all the other
vibrational modes, only the low-frequency A 2u mode has a
significant Pr-Cu interaction 共Table III兲; but since this mode
is singly degenerate, no splitting is expected, nor it is
observed.32 Similar behavior might also be expected in
Nd2 CuO4 , where the Nd moments order below 37 K. In fact,
a weak feature is observed in the reflectance of Nd2 CuO4 at
10 K and at ⬇165 cm⫺1 , quite close to the low-frequency
E u mode, and it has been suggested that this feature is indeed
magnetic in origin.21 Kramers doublets have also been reported in the Raman spectra at low temperature,47 which
have been attributed to the removal of degeneracy by the
Nd-Cu exchange interaction.48 While this is a reasonable explanation for the strong feature at low frequency, it is less
satisfactory for the fine structure observed at high frequency.
The new structure observed at ⬇688 cm⫺1 at low temperature is similar in frequency to the structure that has been
observed the reflectance in other electron-doped
materials27,49 at ⬇690 cm⫺1 . It has been suggested that
many of the fine structures observed in the cuprate systems
are local vibrational modes due to polaron fine structure.27,50
Alternatively, a number of weak features are also seen below
the Néel transition in CuO, including a mode at ⬇690 cm⫺1 ,
which has been attributed to the activation of a zoneboundary mode due to the reduction of the Brillouin zone
resulting from the magnetic order.51,52 It is possible that the
magnetic order is responsible for a weak structural distortion
and the activation of the zone-boundary modes due to the
commensurate reduction of the Brillouin zone. However, a
difficulty with this explanation is that any reduction of the
Brillouin zone should result in a number of new modes being
activated, rather than just the three that are observed. One of
the difficulties in explaining the vibrational fine structure observed in this system is the failure to observe these results on
a consistent basis in different studies.27,53 This raises the distinct possibility that some of these features arise from impurities and/or phase separation, ultimately making it difficult
to identify a specific mechanism responsible for the origin of
the fine structure.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The strong temperature dependence of the low-frequency
reflectance above ⬇250 K results in a resistivity  dc
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⬇1/ 1 (  →0) which is exponential with temperature, following the functional form  dc ⬀exp(Ea /kBT), where E a
⬇0.20 eV. A more detailed transport measurement yields a
slightly lower and more accurate value of E a ⬇0.17 eV. The
fact that the transport gap E a is much less than the inferred
optical gap 2⌬⬇1.2 eV, and that transport measurements of
the resistivity show a departure from activated behavior for
Tⱗ160 K to a  dc ⬀exp关(T0 /T)1/4兴 power-law behavior suggests that the transport in this material is due to variablerange hopping between localized states in the gap.
Due to the unusual vibrational structure in Pr2 CuO4 at
low temperature, considerable attention was devoted to a discussion of the lattice modes. A normal coordinate analysis
has been performed to provide a detailed understanding of
the nature of the zone-center vibrations in this material. A
prominent feature close to the low-frequency E u mode develops at low temperature, and additional weak fine structure
is observed at high frequency. These new features appear
below T N,Cu at roughly the same temperature at which the Pr
moments are thought to begin to order (⬇200 K). Only the
low-frequency E u mode involves a significant Pr-Cu interaction. This suggests that the new vibrational structure is due to
the antiferromagnetic order in this material and due to the
removal of degeneracy of this mode.

where d is the sample thickness and r̃ is the Fresnel reflectance of the bulk material,

r̃⫽

REFLECTANCE OF A DIELECTRIC SLAB

Due to the complications introduced by the slightly transparent nature of the sample, the reflectance and the lattice
modes have been fit using a model that considers reflections
from both the front and back surfaces of the crystal. The
frequency-dependent reflectance of a lamellar plate at a normal angle of incidence is R⫽r̃ l r̃ *
l , where r̃ l is defined as
r̃ l ⫽

r̃ 关 1⫺e i  4  ñd 兴
1⫺r 2 e i  4  ñd

,

共A1兲

†

n⫽

再

1
关 冑⑀ 21 ⫹ ⑀ 22 ⫹ ⑀ 1 兴
2

冎

k⫽

再

1
关 冑⑀ 21 ⫹ ⑀ 22 ⫺ ⑀ 1 兴
2

冎
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The optical properties of the bulk material are modeled using
a series of Lorentzian oscillators,
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